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Ford Passes Resolution Urging the Governor to Form 

Commission to Address Problems in the Black Community  
 

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. – State Rep. La Shawn Ford, D-Chicago, passed a resolution urging the 

formation of a commission to address the social and economic challenges facing the African-

American community, Tuesday.  

 

“African-Americans continue to have the highest unemployment rates, represent the largest 

group of people incarcerated and are overwhelmingly the victims of homicide in our area,” Ford 

said. “We have to look at the facts, be honest about the plight of black people and find a real path 

to progress. African-Americans must have the same opportunities to lead successful careers, own 

their own homes and achieve higher education as everyone else. I urge the governor to use this 

commission to study what policies create opportunities for African-Americans, and what policies 

contribute to the problems in the African-American communities where the problems persist.” 

 

The commission would look at existing state programs and regulations with the goal of 

developing a plan to make improvements and study methods that have been proven to be most 

effective and alleviate costs to taxpayers. The resolution states that the committee should be 

comprised of stakeholders in the communities where these problems exist.  

 

“Too often, we look to people outside of the affected communities to come up with solutions,” 

Ford said. “It’s time that we ask the people with the most experience, the people that live in these 

communities and have the most invested in them, so that we can truly improve the status of black 

people in our state. By making sure that local residents have a seat at the table, and reviewing 

where we have made gains and which efforts have fallen short, we can come up with new ideas 

to devise an effective plan.” 

 

For more information, contact one of Ford’s constituent service offices: 816 S. Oak Park Avenue 

in Oak Park at 708-445-3673, 5104 W. Chicago Avenue in Chicago at 773-378-5902 or in the 

Stratton Office Building in Springfield at 217-782-5962.   
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